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Implementing Corporate Strategies – Challenges
» Your corporate goals are reflected in the strategy, but not in the
underlying processes «









Which strategy does my company pursue?
Which are the associated key processes?
How can I make the connection between strategy and the processes?
How do the goals influence different areas?
Are there problems between the areas?
Which goals have I not achieved for what reasons?
How can I communicate the corporate goals?
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Optimize Business Processes – Challenges
» My company's processes are very cost-intensive, but I do not know
how to identify their bottlenecks and reduce costs «




Which processes in the company are particularly cost-intensive?



Which products/services should we produce in-house and which should we
purchase (make-or-buy decisions)?



What resources are required for a planned quantity
of products/services?



Is the performance of my key indicators acceptable
or should I take countermeasures?

What is the actual contribution margin of the products/services, and can I
re-calculate my products via restructuring?

Process Management Challenges
» My business processes are not transparent or documented. «
 What processes are the responsibility of my sales team?
 How can we make the sales processes more efficient?
 How can I visualize and communicate my processes in ONE language in a

Sales
manager

way that everyone can understand?
 What potential savings can be made from establishing best practices in
the sales processes?
 How can I improve the alignment of IT with my processes?

 How can I ensure my staff are better deployed and speed up response

times?
 How can I visualize and communicate my processes in a way that
everyone can understand and establish an ongoing improvement process?
 Do we have sufficient staff to maintain service levels?
Customer
 How can I improve the alignment of IT with my processes?

center manager

Aligning Business Processes and IT – Challenges

» The IT does not support flexible enough my Business Processes «



How can the IT department react quickly to changes in my business
processes?



How can my IT architecture support the requirements of my business
departments?




How can business departments and IT department speak ONE language?
How can my IT meet user requirements?

Controlling Business Processes – Challenges
» Processes that cannot be measured, cannot be optimized «









Are customers complaining about time-intensive processes?
Why is the problem happening again?
Wasn't it agreed to be different?
How does the process actually work?
How is the process supposed to be?
Who is responsible for the concrete step?
Why are the process cycle times
in our subsidiaries so different?

The Value of BPM
Process = knowing what you do (transparency)
Process = repeatability

Process = consistency

“A bad process is better
than no process!”
Process = managing risk
Process = not leaving things to chance
Dr. Michael Hammer

The Value of BPM
Good = Excellent customer service
Good = having clear
responsibility & ownership

Good = Standardization
(roll out best practice)

“A good process is better
than a bad process!”
Good = clear measures
(Process KPI’s)

Good = low risk
(risk mitigation)

Good = strategic alignment

Good = sticks to the
rules (compliance)

Dr. Michael Hammer

The Value of BPM
Better = delighting the customer
Better = getting more for less (efficiency)
Better = more flexible

“Even a good process can
be made better!”
Better = lowest risk
Better = Quality
Better = Ensuring compliance
Better = IT Standardization
(Automation & service reuse)

Dr. Michael Hammer

What is a Process?
If it doesn’t make three people angry;
…it isn’t a process

Beyond Reengineering
Michael Hammer, 1996

The definition of the tasks
and the sequence of those tasks
and the resources needed to implement them
and the environment in which they operate

… necessary to deliver a business objective
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The Value of BPM
Why are Processes Important?
Because we don’t want to leave the operation
of our business to chance
… to put us in control

Processes are not just something your Business does Processes are your Business!
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The Value of BPM
Gartner Survey 2009: Top Business & Technology Priorities
"It's time for CIOs to develop business process improvement capabilities as part of the core of IT.
This will enable them to respond to executive expectations that see business processes as important
to business performance, as closely associated with application systems and as a responsibility of the
CIO and IT."
Mark P. McDonald, Group VP and Head of Research for Gartner EXP, 14 Jan 2009

Top 10 Business Priorities

Rank

Top 10 Technology Priorities

Business process improvement *

1 (
) Business intelligence applications

Reducing enterprise costs

2 (
3)

Enterprise applications (ERP, CRM and others)

2 (
)

Improving enterprise workforce effectiveness

3 (
3)

Servers and storage technologies (virtualization)

3 (
)

Attracting and retaining new customers

4 (
2)

Legacy application modernization

4 (
)

Increasing the use of information/ analytics

3)
5 (

Collaboration technologies

5 (
3)

Creating new products and services (innovation)

6 (
3)

Networking, voice and data communications

6 (
1)

Targeting customers and markets more effectively

7 (
2)

Technical infrastructure

7 (
2)

Manage change initiatives

8 (
)

Security technologies

8 (
2)

Expanding current customer relationships

9 (
2)

Service-oriented applications and architecture

9 (
1)

Expanding into new markets or geographies

10 (
6) Document management

Rank
1 (
)

10 (
1)

Source: Gartner EXP worldwide survey of 1,500+ CIOs shows IT spending to be flat in 2009 http://www.gartner.com/it/page.jsp?id=855612 (ups/downs compared to Jan 2008)
*) No. 1 topic since 2005

The Value of BPM
Gartner 2009: Highlights
Highlights From BPM Summit, London, February 2009
The following case studies showed payback from BPM efforts within three to 12 months:
• Companies are using BPM to survive in the current economic climate. They are using BPM to cut costs,
identify redundant programs before they consume precious funding, reduce errors, and comply with
regulatory requirements in a timely and cost-effective fashion.
• BPM provides a foundation for process visibility, which is essential for efforts to bring processes into
compliance, identify and reduce errors, and avoid costs. These basic ways help companies ensure their
survival, while using BPM.
• The survive case studies also showed why it is necessary for BPM competencies to survive, so companies
can later use BPM to grow their business.
• Companies are also using BPM to thrive. The thrive examples show how BPM helps increase capacity,
grow revenue, use process visibility to reduce risk and improve profits, and manage collaboration without
stifling creativity.
• Thriving companies don't stop with a one-time BPM project. They focus on continuous process
improvement, and they establish a business process competency center and business process centers of
excellence to expand their BPM efforts in other areas.
• In the longer term, BPM isn't only about surviving or even thriving and growing on a moderate basis. BPM
can also help companies capitalize on opportunities that their competitors don't see — because they don't
have the same level of process visibility. Companies that capitalize on opportunities with BPM can
fundamentally transform their businesses and leapfrog the competition.

Publication Date: 13 March 2009/ID
Number: G00166311

© 2009 Gartner, Inc. and/or its Affiliates. All
Rights Reserved.

The Value of BPM
So What is BPM?
A management practice





Governance of a business's process environment
For improving agility and operational performance
Continuously optimizes an organization's activities and processes

A structured approach




Uses methods, policies, metrics
Uses tools to manage the processes

Managing your business by Managing your processes

Process = Transparency >> Measure >> Control >> Improvement
Business = Customer Satisfaction >> Competitive Advantage >> Growth
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The Value of BPM
Whom does BPM Benefit?
Customers
 Improved service
– better, cheaper, quicker
New products and innovation
Personally tailored products



Stakeholder
 Increased revenue
 Increased profit
 Growth
Business
 Strategic alignment
 Efficiency
 Flexibility
 Transparency
 Compliance
 Managed Risk

 Employees
 Better understanding
 Higher value work
 Working to common goal
 Lower risk

 Community
 Lower risk
 Regulation
 Compliance
 Environmental

The Value of BPM
Customer Satisfaction

Increased efficiency

Reduced costs

Transparency

BPM

Standardization

Compliance

Flexibility

Management of Risk

Maturity

Process Performance
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The Value of BPM
Process Transparency
Transparency of process structure is basis for:
 Visualization of process flows, information flows, and organization structure within
company



Identification of the starting point for detailed performance
analysis






Root-cause analysis and process optimization





Qualification of employees

Identification of Process Owners
Structured process measurement system
Requirement definitions regarding process output and
necessary service level agreements
Organizational manuals and QM certifications
Identification and management of operational risks
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The Value of BPM
Transparency is Key
Transparency

Reduced costs

Increased efficiency

Customer Satisfaction

Standardization

Flexibility

Compliance
Management of Risk

Maturity

Process Performance
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Value of BPM
Benefits Business Process Management
Immediate & Short Term Benefits
 Process transparency

 Reduced Design Costs

 Documentation

 Reduction in Paper Documentation

 Alignment with Corporate process model

 Process Portal

 Resource assignment

 Standard tools and methods

 Establish E2E process thinking
 Process discussed at Board Level
 Need for Joined-up processes

 Process Modelling seen as an important
enabler

 Knowledge conservation

 Major Increase in Awareness for Process

 Single truth

 Major Initiatives Process Improvement
Driven

 “Process as an asset”

 Puts management in control

 Communication using processes
 Ubiquitous access via Process Portal

 Motivate feedback & improvement
suggestions
 Process Portal

 Support quicker changes in the enterprise

 Role based information

 Process transparency

 Process-driven initiatives

 Flexibility

 Introduced Rigour & Method
 Reduction in errors
 Not just modelling the “happy path”

 Management of Risk
 Process transparency
 Puts management in control
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Value of BPM
Benefits Business Process Management
Medium Term Benefits
 Faster Time to Market
 Professional process design tools
 Discourage variability & encourage reuse

 Process optimization & efficiency improvements
 Analysis
 Simulation
 Waste elimination
 Standardization and alignment
 Consolidate on core processes
 Reduce variability and handle complexity
 Alignment with Corporate process model
 Creation of re-usable process modules
 Manage external and internal interfaces
 Identify customer “moments of truth”
 Interfaces with suppliers and partners
 Business IT Alignment
 Enterprise Architecture
 Model driven approaches to IT development
 IT Community want to be Process Led!

Long Term Benefits
 Achieve cultural change
 Process follows strategy
 Organization follows process
 System follows process
 Process Performance Management
 Continuous process measurement
 Statistical Process control
 Measures based improvement

What Makes a Good Process
What does a good process look like?
Effective




Demonstrably deliver value to customers





Be sufficiently correct to be valuable

How do we get a good process?
Requirements

Meet organisational objectives
Be simple and make life better

Valid

Tools & Method

Handle the most likely scenarios
Be testable or can be simulated

Usable




Contain the right amount of information to make it valuable
Easy to understand by different users

Performance

Be measurable

Realistic




Capture business aspects that are repeatable and predictable
Be maintainable and maintained
Be capable of being automated

Reuse

Efficient




Be devoid of waste, unnecessary steps, multiple hand-overs etc
Use available resources to best effect
Reuse common processes and IT services

Testing

Business Process Transformation – Roadmap

ARIS Value Engineering for Enterprise BPM
Strategy

Understand
business
environment

Design

Map detailed
asas-is business
processes

Implementation

Controlling

Transform
organization

Monitor and
analyze org.
performance

Analyze
critical success
factors

Evaluate
processes
(dynamic)

Transform
business
processes

Monitor and
analyze process
performance

Record
enterprise map

Evaluate
processes
(static)

Transform
application
& IT systems

Monitor
SLAs & system
performance

Implement
process governance
model

Monitor
compliance

Define
endend-toto-end
scenarios

Define
project scope
and plan

Identify
improvement
opportunities

Develop
toto-be concept &
processes

Identify and
manage
improvements

Define
implementation
plan

© IDS Scheer AG

www.ids-scheer.com
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ARIS Methodology for Business Process Management
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Answers given by using the ARIS Language
We can understand the ARIS methodology as a kind of language extension for
business economics since economic questions like process cost calculation,
quality management or business process reengineering are also covered.
What is the
predecessor or
subsequent
process?

Who carries out the
task or a partial
process?

Which data or
information is
the input?

Which system
supports the task?
In what sequence and
how long does it take to
complete a job?
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Business Process Excellence

SALES

Finance

webMethods
DB

P
SA

B2B

ESB

SAP

Oracle

DB

Custom

•Transform
•CPO/Business-led

Process Intelligence

Shipping/logistics

Discover, measure,
compare

ARIS

Monitor, Predict (Real-time)

CentraSite

Visibility, policy enforcement, lifecycle support

Company-wide Strategy

•Improve, Automate
•BA/ it-led

IT/Operations
ARIS
Upgrade

•Fast Problem Resolution
•Detailed Impact Analysis
•Alerting/Business events

Business Event
Management

Increasingly, Organizations are Adopting SOA
IT Benefit

Business Impact

Enable Rapid
Assembly of Apps

• Bring Products to Market Faster
• Keep Up with Demands of the Business
• Improve Cross-Domain Processes

Reduce IT
Redundancies

Quickly Adapt IT to
Changing Needs

Adoption

Some of Today’s Key SOA

GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES

Why Does SOA Need Governance?
Which Services
Are Needed?

Where is the
root cause?

The SOA Lifecycle

Create
Services

Consume
Services

What Services
Are Available?
How to Ensure
Good Definition?

How to prevent
security threats?

Are services
meeting SLA’s?

SOA Governance is Needed to Realize Full Potential
Of SOA Implementations

Isn’t optional – it’s imperative. Without it,
return on investment will be low…2
Of SOA users are struggling enough… that
they are holding off on expanding its use1
2Gartner,

Inc., “Service-Oriented Architecture Craves
Governance”, Paolo Malinverno, 2006.
1Forrester Research, “Survey Results Show SOA Governance
Improves SOA Benefit Realization”, Randy Heffner, 2009.

Not Enough Reuse of Existing Assets
Too Much Reinventing the Wheel

Lack of well-defined,
“good” services
Diverse teams must
cooperate & share
Limited interoperability
among dissimilar systems

Sharing Services Comes With Risks
Especially across Organizational Boundaries

Improper or unauthorized
use of services
Unpredictable disruptions
due to Service Changes
Hard to find root causes in
cross-domain processes

Doing SOA Governance Increases Satisfaction with SOA

Source:
Forrester
Inc.
Software
AG Research,
- Bristol-Myers
Squibb | August 19, 2010 | Page 33

Most SOA Governance Practices have Positive Correlation
with Higher SOA Satisfaction

Source:
Forrester
Research, Inc.Squibb | August 19, 2010 | Page 34
Software
AG - Bristol-Myers

Addressing these challenges with

SOA GOVERNANCE

Establish Policies & Processes
For SOA lifecycle decisions
Define a Service
Portfolio

Audit Service
Transactions

The SOA Lifecycle

Create
Services

Consume
Services

Do Change
Impact Analysis
Approve Services
to Deploy

Enforce Security
Policies by Roles

Generate Alerts
based on SLA’s

Increase Visibility
Into Existing & Needed Services

Best Practice
Catalogue & organize
services in a centralized
repository

Business Benefits

Find redundancy & duplication

Identify gaps in delivering business needs

Promote reuse of existing assets

Provide Clear Guidance
For Creation & Usage of Services

Best Practice
Service metadata
describes how to create
& use services

Business Benefits

Well defined, quality services

Correct & authorized reuse
Better alignment with policies such as
WS-I certification & security

Minimize Disruptions
Due to Service Changes & Outages

Best Practice

• Analyze impact of
changes on consumers
• Quickly identify root
cause to resolve outages

Business Benefits

Reduce Mean-Time-To-Resolution

Ensure stable operations

Meet SLA objectives

SOA Adoption Spans Both Creating Services &
Consuming Services
SOA Lifecycle

The SOA Governance Platform Helps Govern
The End-to-End SOA Lifecycle

What is a Service?
Re-usable component that exposes
business logic and data

Abstracts implementation from the
invocation

Created in any language or
technology

Can range from very simple to very
sophisticated

What is Service Orchestration?

Assembling technical
services into business
services

Managing the complexity
of system interaction
and information flow

Assembling
technical
Creating composite
services
businessthe
servicesinto
to support
services
business

What is an Asset?
An asset represents a reusable
component in your SOA.
WSDL’s

Examples of asset types are Services,
XML schemas & BPEL Processes
Pre-defined asset types are
customizable

BPEL’s

New asset types can be created as
per specific needs
Assets facilitate capturing essential
governance information

XML
Schemas

What is Service Access Mediation?
Decouple consumers and providers
by location, protocol and format

With Mediation
Client
Application

Separate operational logic from
integration and business logic

Central location for runtime policy
enforcement

Adapt to operational changes by
configuring instead of coding

Service A

Service B

Service
Provider

Govern services independent of
location & implementation

What is a Virtual Service?
Virtual services act as proxies for
actual services
Switch protocols (HTTP/S, JMS,
SOAP 1.1/1.2)

Native Service

Virtualize

Straight-through, load-balanced,
content- or context-based routing
Transform request/response to
ensure compatibility

Mediation Steps
Runtime Policies
Consumers

Virtual Service

Abstract service changes and shield
consumers by creating a facade

The SOA Suite Enables Implementation
Of the SOA Lifecycle
Web Apps

Business
Processes

Devices

Customers /
Partners

Service
Governance

Service
Monitoring

Service
Consumers

Service
Access Mediation

Service Creation & Enablement

Databases

Home Grown

Legacy

Packaged Apps

Process Intelligence
Process Intelligence

17 November 2010 | Software AG - Get There Faster | 48

Process Intelligence

TACTICAL
DECISIONS

Do we meet
the objectives?
• Dashboards
• Information Mashup

What went
wrong?
What can be
optimized?

What is going
(or can go)
wrong?

OPERATIONAL
DECISIONS

• Pattern detection
• Process discovery
• Benchmarking

• Exceptions & Alerts
• Real-time Monitoring
• Prediction

How to react
now?
• Event Correlation
• High-volume Event Processing

Performance-driven Organization

STRATEGIC
DECISIONS

Information remix to make decisions easier

Spreadsheets stored
locally

Queries and reports from
ERP, DWH, etc.

CRM reports, forecasts
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ARIS MashZone
www.mashzone.com


Simplicity in building and using
analytical applications



Empowering the business
departments



Connecting internal and external data
sources

»the information engine for every employee «
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ARIS Express
www.ariscommunity.com

 BPM Teams work productively from
start thanks to intuitive user
interface
 Models for organizational
structures, processes, BPMN, etc.
 Valuable reference content to
complement the proven methods
 All results can be reused in
professional ARIS BPM tools

» the first free BPM software from the market leader «
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